
The Brief
Company: A California Law Firm Industry: Legal Services Challenge: While established in general 

employment law , the firm lacked visibility and traction within the burgeoning and intricate niche of 

work-from-home Solutions: From 2020-2022, California Law Firm took action, partnering with Wizzy 

Search to develop and deploy a lead-generating niche marketing strategy 

Pre-Marketing Performance

By Wizzy Research 

Case Study
Targeted Success- How a Niche Marketing Strategy
Boosted a Law Firm’s ROI 

1.  Limited brand awareness within the WFH target audience

2.  Average case volume and revenue

3.  Difficulty attracting clients seeking specialized legal expertise



The Process (Marketing Services and Initiatives)

The Results
Over the two-years collaboration (2020-2022), the campaign delivered impressive results:

1.  Niche identification: Defining the ideal WFH client

2.  Content creation: Developing targeted content (newsletter and landing pages) addressing WFH 

legal challenges.

3.  Targeted advertising: Reaching relevant individuals through online and offline ads based on 

demographics and interest.

4.  Lead nurturing: Engaging website/ landing page visitors and converting them into qualified leads.

1.  28 new WFH cases: A significant increase in clients directly attributed to the niche marketing 

strategy.

2.  $12 million in settlements: Secured for clients, demonstrating the value proposition of the firm’s 

expertise.

3.  800+ targeted individuals reached: Building brand awareness and attracting potential clients 

within the WFH niche.

New WFH Cases (Total)

Average New WFH Cases per Year

Total Settlements

Average Settlement Value

Targeted Individuals Reached

Targeted Individuals Reached

90.9%

New WFH Cases (Total)

3.2%



Key Metrics:

Impact:
The California Law Firm successfully established itself as a leader in the WFH legal niche. The 

campaign generated valuable leads, resulted in substantial settlements, and positioned the firm for 

continued growth.

Key Learnings:

Conclusion
 The California Law Firm’s case study exemplifies the power of a data-driven, niche-focused marketing 

strategy. By partnering with Wizzy Search, they transformed their lead generation, secured significant 

settlements, and positions themselves as a leader in the WFH legal landscape. This case study serves 

an an inspiration for businesses seeking to attract new clients and achieve sustainable growth through 

targeted marketing initiatives. 

Reach Out
Wizzy search offers customized solutions to fit your specific budget and needs. We encourage you to 

contact us for a free consultation to discuss your project and receive a personalized quote! 

1.  Client acquisition cost: Significantly reduced compared to previous efforts due to targeted 

marketing.

2.  Lead conversion rate: Increased, indicating the effectiveness of lead nurturing strategies.

3.  Brand awareness: Significantly grew within the WFH legal community.

Niche focus: Targeting a specific audience significantly improves leads generation and conversion 

rates.

Content is king: Valuable content attracts and educates potential clients, establishing trust and 

expertise.

Data-driven marketing: Analytics and tracking ensures campaign optimization and ROI 

measurements.

Strategic partnership: Collaboration with experts can accelerate success and achieve desired 

outcomes.
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